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Well, we are about one week out from Christmas now and for some of you that may have snuck up 
quickly. How many of you are set; you’ve got all your Christmas gifts; you’re ready to roll—just 
show of hands—you’re good to go? (Yeh!) How many of you have been ready for a month now; 
you’ve had the gifts? (There are some of you out there.) How many of you think: we’ve got a week; 
what’s the hurry; I’m still going to get my gifts? (Alright!) How many of you think it’s totally 
appropriate on Christmas Eve to go grab your gifts then? (My people, yes! We’ve got plenty of 
time; what are we hurrying for?) What if, at the end of this week—let me just paint a scenario for 
you—you were invited to a Christmas party, not just any Christmas party, but you were invited to 
go attend a Christmas party with the most important person in the world? Somehow, miraculously, 
you got the invite to go. Now I’ll let you decide who that most important person in the world is, but 
as you are preparing this week and you are going to the party and you’ve got to take a gift, what are 
you going to take? What gift would be appropriate for the most important person in the world at this 
Christmas party?  
 
We are going to talk a little about gifts this morning as well, so if you want to follow along with me, 
you can turn to Matthew, Chapter 2, and since we’re dropping into chapter 2, I want to bring you up 
to speed on what has happened in chapter 1 before this, because Matthew starts out with this 
gargantuan list of names. Now as you’re reading through this list of names you realize that there are 
some pretty shady characters on this list. There are some pretty messy stories that come from the 
lives of the people that are on this list, but it’s amazing because we find out as we are reading 
through this, that this isn’t just a list of names.  This is the lineage of Jesus; this is the line that Jesus 
would one day come through. We are actually shown that because when we get to verse 16 in 
chapter 1, it talks about the Messiah. So, finally, there would be this promised one that would come 
through, and then in verse 18 it kind of transitions a bit to focus and zero in on two specific people. 
So you start to see humble Mary and Joseph join into this. Now there is an invitation into a story 
that is pretty crazy because it’s difficult but it’s a very gracious invitation that God gives, and it 
doesn’t come without a huge step of faith and without sacrifice. So there is this invitation that goes 
all the way into Mary having this child and in verse 23 it says: 
 

...HIS NAME (shall be) IMMANUEL, which translated means, “GOD WITH US.”  
                                                                                                         (*NASB, Matthew 1:23) 
 

So we have this story unfolding before us, and there are some key questions that are being asked in 
this first and second chapter. Who is Jesus? Where did He come from and why did He come? With 
that understanding, we get into chapter 2, verse 1: 
 

Now after Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea in the days of Herod the king, magi 
from the east arrived in Jerusalem...  

 
Now as we venture into this story, we realize that every good story has a setting. So, we just read 
about this Bethlehem of Judea. Now Bethlehem is a small city. It’s about five and a half miles 
southwest of Jerusalem, kind of up on a ridgeline. On top it’s got hills around it with rocks and 
grass—not like you think of Nebraska—but as you think of the Middle East. But if I’m an early 
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Jewish reader of this story, all of a sudden something has got my attention because Bethlehem was a 
really significant place. I mean we have history that goes back through Bethlehem. This is the place 
that we all know because we’ve been studying through 1and 2 Samuel the last couple of years, and 
the spot where David was born and raised was in Bethlehem. It’s interesting because that’s why he 
goes on to call it David’s City or The City of David. We know that Ruth was in these very fields, 
maybe alongside of them, maybe some of the same fields that the shepherds were at when the 
angels came. She’s in these fields where she’s gleaning when she meets Boaz, and others are in the 
same spot.  It’s an incredible place although it’s not really that elaborate.  It’s a small village, but it 
sets up as: there is something big that could happen if we are talking about this place.  
 
Every good story also has characters and we start to get introduced into some of these characters in 
the text and at first it talks about Herod the king. Now all throughout Scripture there are a lot of 
different Herod’s and I’m trying to figure out if it’s this person or that person, and how does this 
one fit in? Let’s just give a little context to this Herod. Remember, Jerusalem, Bethlehem, Palestine 
and all that area was under the Roman Empire. In that time they would set up different local leaders 
to help govern these areas. So Herod, kind of a political, smooth guy, had somehow weaseled his 
way in and became friends with the Romans. He was actually called a friend of the Romans, king of 
the Jews. But he wasn’t really a king in the sense that he wasn’t from the royal bloodline.  It was 
more through political marriages, and even in his marriages—he had ten or eleven wives—he was 
not necessarily the nicest guy in the world. In fact he killed his favorite wife; he killed a couple of 
his sons; he killed members of his court, all because he was worried that they would somehow want 
his throne...his authority...his power. He wanted to be king and this thirst, this insatiable desire for 
power led him to do some incredible things and some extremely violent things. He was even violent 
for that time—more so than other rulers—and he, in this drive for power, had built up these 
fortresses—some for paranoia that others would come and steal his power. But he was no doubt the 
greatest builder of that time, which also earned him the title Herod the Great. You see his things 
spread all over the area—incredible architecture, palaces, fortresses, including the temple in 
Jerusalem. So this is Herod that we are introduced to, but we also see the magi. Now when I see the 
magi—maybe your translation says wise men—we are not told a ton about these guys, but we do 
know that they came from the east. This term originally was given to a priestly group in Persia, so it 
could have been that they were from that area, but essentially what it would mean is that they were 
scholars and astrologers, which fits the story as we get into it. But if I’m an early Jewish reader and 
I’m reading this text and I see magi, I kind of have a puzzled question in my mind because all 
throughout the rest of Scripture, whenever I see sorcerers or magicians or magi, it’s all painted in 
this negative context. So right now, as I’m looking at the story, I see this great King Herod, king of 
the Jews, who’s doing these incredible things and then these magi characters that come in. Let’s see 
what they do. Well, in verse 2 they’re saying: 

 
“Where is He who has been born King of the Jews? For we saw His star in the east 
and we have come to worship Him.”  
 

Now knowing what we know about Herod, and knowing what they’ve just asked, you could already 
see there is some tension starting to build in our story. King Herod is sitting there while the magi 
come courageously in and ask where is the one that was born King of the Jews? How is he going to 
deal with this? Well verse 3 tells us: 

 
When Herod the King heard this, he was troubled, and all of Jerusalem with him.  
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That’s the understatement of the century, right? If I’m in a restaurant and I order food and I get the 
wrong order, I may get troubled and I may, in my “troubledness” send it back. That might be what I 
do. If I’m at home and I’ve lost my keys, I’m troubled. In my being flustered I might let out a grunt, 
“Grrrr,” right? When Herod is troubled, people die, and it is saying all of Jerusalem with him. 
Now you remember that this is the guy who, five days before his death, has his son killed because 
he’s worried he might try and come and get his throne. He’s on his death bed; he’s gravely ill; in 
fact he lines up several of the leading citizens of the area to be killed on the day of his death so that 
the whole country would be in mourning that day. You know you’re really missed when you have 
others “offed” in order for people to be sad about that, right? But it says all of Jerusalem with him. 
It could mean this holy city—I mean what he did definitely impacted others—but more likely it’s 
probably talking about the characters that we meet in the next verses—these religious Jewish 
leaders—because for them, while Herod is king, they have their own little kingdoms. They have 
their own little status, there own little authority. They are able to call shots on different things and 
they are able to have a certain amount of power themselves. For them, they have the ability to be 
little kings, so let’s see what they say. Verse 4: 
 

Gathering together all the chief priests and scribes of the people, he inquired of them 
where the Messiah was to be born. They say to him, “In Bethlehem of Judea; for this 
is what has been written by the prophet: (Vs. 4-5) 
 

They know enough from the Scriptures. They find it; they talk to Herod, who seems interested to 
find where this king is, and then we find verse 6 gives us a look back into what was said in the Old 
Testament. Now I’m going to take a second and turn there; I want you to stay here in Matthew and 
you read along in Matthew 6 as I read in Micah, chapter 5, verse 2: 
 

But as for you, Bethlehem Ephrathah, (this is the ancient name for this Bethlehem) 
Too little to be among the clans of Judah, 
From you One will go forth for Me to be ruler in Israel. 
 

So already twice we’ve talked about Bethlehem of Judea—in verse 1 and in verse 5—and we’ve 
been reminded that because there were other Bethlehem’s, this was the same, very specific spot. 
Then he goes on to talk about the clans of Judah.  Now I’m also reminded of chapter 1 where we 
just went through a list of names, and it was describing different people and Jacob has some sons, 
and throughout this lineage you see in verse 1: 
 

Abraham was the father of Isaac, Isaac the father of Jacob and Jacob the father of 
Judah and his brothers. (Matthew 1:2) 

 
So Judah is not the oldest son; actually he’s fourth in line. As we read more of his story in Genesis, 
we find out that Judah had a couple of sons that were evil, extremely evil. He has this daughter-in-
law Tamar, and the story gets messy, but God somehow works through this story. Now when Judah 
did go to see Joseph, he did offer himself for the life of Benjamin, his little brother; He did turn his 
story. Even as I look at it, I think, “God, why would you choose Judah to be the one to extend this 
priestly line through?  But then I’m reminded as I read through this, it has a lot of the same 
similarities of what I find in Deuteronomy chapter 7, verses 7 and 8. When God is looking at Israel, 
He’s telling them, “I didn’t choose you because you were the biggest group of people; I didn’t 
choose you because you were very important; I chose you because I love you and because of the 
promise that I gave to your ancestors.”  
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So this is where we are headed right now in this story. We’ve come back to Micah; this prophet has 
prophesied this and then as he goes throughout Micah 5, he starts to talk and kind of summarizes the 
shepherding piece. As a Jewish reader, I look at the last part of verse 6 and something else comes to 
mind instantly for me, because I have heard these words before. This is a pinnacle piece of our story 
because it was David being anointed king where I heard the exact same words. 2 Samuel chapter 5, 
verse 2: 
 

“You will shepherd My people Israel, and you will be a ruler over Israel.” 
 
When we think of David—this is the greatest king that Israel ever had—and he came in and pulled 
the country back together when Saul had it in shambles. This is the king that did incredible things. 
As a boy he stood up to a giant for the nation. This is the king that was amazing; he’s still 
remembered as our greatest king of Israel, except for the fact that his life was messy too. We 
remember from the story that he made a lot of mistakes. Israel needed a ruler; they needed a king, 
but they needed a better king than David. So, I wonder where we continue to go with this. Verse 7: 
 

Then Herod secretly called the magi and determined from them the exact time the 
star appeared. (Matthew 2:7) 

 
Now we will see the dark side of what’s going on in his heart later on in verse 16, but it seems right 
now as though he’s interested, that he’s intrigued to find out where. Then in verse 8, he says: 
 

And he sent them to Bethlehem and said, “Go and search carefully for the Child; and 
when you have found Him, report to me, so that I too may come and worship Him.”   

  
It seems like Herod has a desire to find this king, to give up his throne to worship this king. So what 
happens in verse 9? 
 

After hearing the king, they went their way; and the star, which they had seen in the 
east, went on before them until it came and stood over the place where the Child was. 
When they saw the star, they rejoiced exceedingly with great joy. After coming in to 
the house they saw the Child with Mary His mother, (Vs. 9-11a) 

 
Now a couple times here; we see the word Child. Now this is a different word than Luke uses in 
chapter 2. So as Luke is describing the birth of Jesus and that Mary has this baby, he uses a word for 
infant or baby, but when we get to Matthew, he continues to use this word Child. Scholars believe 
that Jesus would be somewhere around six to twenty months old at this time. So there is a 
significant time that has passed. All of a sudden we are starting to see that what we sing about in 
some of these songs needs to be adjusted a little bit to Scripture. We see it’s the magi that were 
coming, not kings—wise men, maybe. We don’t know how many of them there are; it doesn’t tell 
us that, but we always assume it’s three. We always think that they show up at the manger but 
actually, for whatever reason, time has passed and Mary and Joseph had decided to get a permanent 
home in Bethlehem. So we might need to go home and rearrange our nativity set a little bit to reflect 
Scripture. (laughter) But as I look through this, I then think about Jesus being a Child and it leads 
into the next question I have about the gifts that were brought to Him.  
 

...and they fell to the ground and worshipped Him. Then, opening their treasures, 
they presented to Him gifts of gold, frankincense, and myrrh. (Vs. 11) 
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Now does anybody else read through this and just go, “Oh yeah, gold, frankincense and myrrh.” I 
remember hearing this ever since I was a kid, and at first I thought it was gold, Frankenstein and 
myrrh, and I thought that was kind of weird. But then I started thinking, “What is this?” So let’s 
look at these gifts a little bit. Myrrh is taken from a tree and it’s got a real knotted trunk; the 
branches are very stiff and produce this white flower. They will go in and extract the sap—the 
resin—and they will process this. It’s used for a lot of medicinal purposes; it’s also used as a 
fragrance, but interestingly enough, it’s used to embalm as well. Later on in the New Testament, 
when Jesus is headed to the crucifixion, they offer Him wine mingled with myrrh, or wine mixed 
with myrrh. It’s kind of a weird gift for a kid, but then they also have frankincense, also from a tree, 
also with a white flower that grows on this tree. It was often used for the sacred offerings that were 
made by the priests or it was used in the anointing oil. I know that those of you that are diffusing 
oils (laughter)could come up here and tell us a million other reasons that frankincense is great—and 
it is—but it would probably be a more appropriate gift for a priest, than a kid. Then gold—gold is 
kind of a weird gift for a kid. I’m starting to see eyes around the room of parents looking at 
grandparents going, “Hey, have you got our kids anything for Christmas yet? Gold might work. I 
don’t know; just drop a chunk in the sock and it will be okay. It’s unique.” I’m thinking of a young 
child, and I’m bringing gold? Now have you ever given unique gifts to a child? Because if you 
have, you may have gotten a response something like this. Check this out! 
 
(Humorous video of children opening ridiculous gifts) 
 
Oh, I love that last one, “This is the worst present ever!” It makes me wonder the response of Jesus 
when given frankincense, myrrh, and gold. Gold is a weird gift for a kid, but gold is the perfect gift 
for a king. Remember, when the magi came before Herod they asked, “Where is He who is born 
King of the Jews?” Not that someday Jesus would maybe amount to something and be king—maybe 
if He played His cards right, down the road He would be chosen King. No, He was the One born 
King. The God of the universe looked at a world in need and said, “I’m going to send My Son, my 
only Son down to meet that need and be born King of the world.” He didn’t come how we would 
expect it. He came in a manger, in a stable, to a couple of humble people...a carpenter. As I look 
through this, I think often my mind goes to the magi as the heroes. Man, these guys traveled a great 
distance. They stood with courage before Herod; they could have been killed instantly asking a 
question like that. They were relentless in their pursuit. They brought extravagant gifts, but then 
what they did when they saw Him was, they worshipped; they fell to the ground and worshipped. 
What I realize is that these guys weren’t the hero; they were pointing towards the hero and I realize 
that this isn’t about the gifts that were given; it was about Who the gifts were given to. What also 
blows my mind is how we’ve continued to turn this in our culture—our consumeristic culture—to 
our expectation that God would come and search and find me, that God at some point would prove 
Himself to me, that God would give me gifts. How is that working out for us? In some ways it 
makes me think that I’m the king, that I’m the most important one, but here there’s a different story 
unfolding. What blows my mind as well is in verse 12. This whole journey culminated to this 
worship, and then they are out. 
 

And having been warned by God in a dream not to return to Herod, the magi left for 
their own country by another way. Now when they had gone, behold, an angel of the 
Lord appeared to Joseph in a dream and said, “Get up! Take the Child and His 
mother and flee to Egypt, (again, another word that sticks out in my mind) and remain 
there until I tell you; for Herod is going to search for the Child to destroy Him.” So 
Joseph got up and took the Child and His mother while it was still night, and left for 
Egypt. (Vs 12-14) 
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Just a side note: No doubt these gifts had to come in handy for an overnight departure for a great 
distance.  
 

He remained there until the death of Herod. This was to fulfill what had been spoken 
by the Lord through the prophet: “OUT OF EGYPT I CALLED MY SON.” (Vs 15) 

 
Again, another weaving back into a story, a prophesy in the Old Testament: Hosea 11, verse 1. 
Seven hundred years ago it had been prophesied that this would happen and instantly as I’m hearing 
Egypt as a Jewish reader, I’m taken back to a pinnacle point in the nation’s history as Israel.  
 

When Israel was a youth I loved Him,  
And out of Egypt I called my Son. (Hosea 11:1)  

 
Now I start thinking through the story of Egypt and how a king who wanted complete power and 
who was plagued with fear started to show the wickedness of his heart and started to try and 
eliminate all of the boys, but yet one was spared. Moses would rise up; he would be this leader and 
he would rescue his people out of Egypt. In this time there were some great things that started to 
take place, some significant things for the people of Israel. The Passover was instituted, and this 
celebration continued on—this sacrificial lamb was taken and the blood put over the door post from 
this lamb, so they could receive the salvation, this exodus, this freedom from losing their children 
and then eventually out of Egypt, but yet the sacrifice wasn’t enough. Some day we would need a 
sacrifice that would last forever. They needed a ruler; they needed a rescuer, but then look was 
happens in Hosea chapter 11, verse 2: 
 

The more they called them,  
The more they went from them;  
They kept sacrificing to the Baals  
And burning incense to idols.  

 
They needed a redeemer as well. They needed a leader who could change not only their situation, 
but could change their heart, so you continue on, verse 16: 
 

Then when Herod saw that he had been tricked by the magi, he became very enraged, 
and sent and slew all the male children who were in Bethlehem and all its vicinity, 
from two years old and under, according to the time which he had determined from 
the magi. Then what had been spoken through Jeremiah the prophet was fulfilled:
                                                                                                                 (Matthew 2:16-17) 

 
When I look at this, I think, “How can he have such as evil heart?” A lot of people look at this 
passage and think there are not a lot of other historical records of this, so they have trouble 
perceiving that it actually happened. But when you think of Herod and everything that he had done, 
it doesn’t really seem that out of the norm. In fact, he was so close to Bethlehem, this would have 
been an immediate action, and with the size of Bethlehem, scholars would estimate there were ten 
to thirty boys that would have been included in this slaughter. Now we don’t see this story showing 
up in a lot of our Christmas stories because it’s a sobering reminder of what happens in our hearts 
when I desire to be king myself. We know that the heart is evil and desperately wicked, and this 
fulfills a prophecy that was also happening in Jeremiah chapter 31, verse 15. I’m going to read this 
for you as well: 
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Thus says the LORD, 
“A voice is heard in Ramah, 
Lamentation and bitter weeping. 
Rachel is weeping for her children; 
She refuses to be comforted for her children, 
Because they are no more.” (Jeremiah 31:15) 

 
Now for the Jewish reader, I’m continuing to remember this is not two separate stories; this is all 
one story and they are instantly reminded of another patriarch in their history—Jacob, also known 
as Israel. His wife Rachel who, on the way to Bethlehem, died and they buried her along the way. 
She wasn’t alive in Jeremiah’s time, but in his time the mothers of Israel were also having their 
children taken into exile, either into battle or into exile. The city of Ramah was about ten miles 
away from Bethlehem, with Jerusalem in between. So as they were taking these boys on, they 
would kind of have a staging point in Ramah before they would leave them, and the weeping, the 
sadness of heart was so difficult he’s alluding to, and giving a picture to even as Rachel was feeling 
this. Yet, again, on this night Herod slaughtered boys and there is weeping from the mothers of 
Israel. What Matthew doesn’t include are the next couple verses in Jeremiah, verse 16: 
 

Thus says the LORD, 
“Restrain your voice from weeping 
And your eyes from tears; 
For your work will be rewarded,” declares the LORD, 
“And they will return from the land of the enemy. 
“There is hope for your future,” declares the LORD,	(Jeremiah 31:16-17a) 

 
There is hope for your future. Jeremiah continues to go on and talk in this chapter about God’s 
mercy and about the new covenant that will come and that God is creating a better future—that 
hope is not lost. It goes on in verse 19 to a sobering reminder, just half a sentence: 
 
 But when Herod died, (Matthew 2: 19a) 
 
That’s it! That’s all we get with Herod; that’s the end of it. All his power, all his status, all his stuff, 
dead with him, and in this fleeting moment, everything that he had worked for—gone! He’ll never 
enjoy it again. Everything that he had worked for to be the king—his throne, his empire, and his life 
as king were gone with him...a sobering reminder. 
 

...behold, an angel of the Lord appeared in a dream to Joseph in Egypt, and said,  
“Get up, take the Child and His mother, and go into the land of Israel; for those who 
sought the Child’s life are dead.” So Joseph got up, took the Child and His mother, 
and came into the land of Israel. (Vs 19-21) 

 
I love the way that this is phrased in verse 20. He says, “Get up,” and verse 21: So Joseph got up. 
It reminds me of Joseph’s faith; it reminds me of the faith of Abraham who, when God told him to 
do something and go somewhere and he didn’t even know where he was going, he obeyed. It 
reminds me of the faith my King is asking me to live out by following Him. Verse 22: 
 

But when he heard that Archelaus was reigning over Judea in place of his father 
Herod, he was afraid to go there. (Vs. 22a) 
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I love it that it reminds me that Joseph was human. 
 
Then after being warned by God in a dream, he left for the regions of Galilee, and 
came and lived in a city called Nazareth. This was to fulfill what was spoken through 
the prophets: “He shall be called a Nazarene.” (Vs 22b-23) 

 
This is interesting because there’s no place in the Old Testament where I can specifically go to and 
find this prophecy, but there are illusions all throughout it, and what it first reminds me of is the 
conversation between Phillip and Nathaniel. It’s found in John, chapter 1. Phillip is talking, and he 
tells Nathaniel: 
 

“We have found Him of whom Moses in the Law and also the Prophets wrote—Jesus 
of Nazareth, the Son of Joseph.” Nathaniel said to him, “Can anything good come out 
of Nazareth?” Phillip said to him, “Come and see.” (John 1:45-46) 
 

Nazareth, if you wanted to find rejects of society, if you wanted to go find the armpit of the region, 
you would go to Nazareth. In Jesus’ story he could have been known as Jesus the Bethlemite, the 
One born in Bethlehem. He could have been known as Jesus from Egypt. He could have been 
known a lot of things, but throughout His ministry He’s known as Jesus of Nazareth. The God of 
the universe, the King of all kings comes down, born in a stable to humble parents and then is living 
in a place called Nazareth. What kind of king would do that?  A loving King! Then it reminds me 
that He’s not just my King, but He’s my Father. When I look at this, I start to realize that Matthew 
doesn’t have the question: is Jesus King? That’s clear; that’s set; we know that that’s the case. The 
question that I start to ask as I look through this is: Is Jesus my King? When I read through this I 
think, “How could Herod have missed it?  How could Herod have seen the magi come and then see 
in Scripture how all these pieces come to play and yet still he wanted to be his own king and not 
realize that Jesus was the true King? Then I remember in my life that I do that all the time. I have 
this whole story and I see it constantly and I know the truth and yet there are days that I want to 
continue to be my own king. I love the way that Paul Tripp says it:  

 
“It really is the struggle of struggles; it’s counterintuitive for all of us. It’s the thing that 
makes our lives messy and our relationships conflictural. It’s what sidetracks our thoughts 
and kidnaps our desires. It’s the thing below all other things that you could point to that 
argues for our need for grace. It’s the battle that no one ever escapes. It’s the one place 
where ten out of ten of us need rescue. It’s the fight that God wages on our behalf and 
helps us to remember that life is simply not about us. It’s about God and His plan and His 
Kingdom and His glory. He’s the King, not me.” 

 
I started to think through this, this week as I’m studying it and reading it and thinking, “How am I 
showing that you are the King of my life? How does this work out?” I remember looking at my 
calendar one day, seeing some things were coming up and I prayed, “God, if You don’t show up, 
I’m toast.” Then it was almost as though instantly I got this thought that followed it: “Why is that 
not my prayer every day? When is there a day that I can be king for the day and it’s going to work 
out better than if I let God be king?” because I see those places where my selfishness creeps in and 
my desire is to run my own life. It reminds me of the time this week where I’m trying to get my son 
ready for school. I keep nagging him and I’m kind of losing my patience. Probably nobody else in 
this room has this happen, but I just start to operate in “Josh-king mode” not “Jesus-King mode.” 
Later that day as we’re driving in the car, I have to apologize to him and tell him I’m sorry. I start to 
think through the way that I think about people and the words, the conversations that I’m having 
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with them. I start to think about the work that I’m doing. I start to think about every area of my life 
and going, “God, how are you showing up as King in this? How am I reflecting You? Because of all 
that you are, I want it to be reflected in everything that I am, because you are the King of my heart. 
Romans chapter 12 talks to this. If I’m thinking about this Christmas season and what I can bring 
Jesus, my King, Romans says: 
 

Present your bodies as a living and holy sacrifice, acceptable to God, which is your 
reasonable service of worship. (Romans 12:1) 

 
...because any situation is an appropriate situation for worship. Eugene Peterson summarizes these 
verses in this way:  
 

“So here’s what I want you to do, God helping you: Take your everyday, ordinary life—
your sleeping, eating, going-to-work, and walking-around life—and place it before God as 
an offering. Embracing what God does for you is the best thing you can do for him. Don’t 
become so well-adjusted to your culture that you fit into it without even thinking. Instead, 
fix your attention on God. You’ll be changed from the inside out. Readily recognize what 
he wants from you, and quickly respond to it.” 

 
We know from the text this morning the question is not: Is Jesus King? That’s clear! The question 
we have to walk out of here this morning with is: Is Jesus your King? Was he King of your life this 
past week? Will he be King of your life this week? The offering we can give Him and the worship 
of our lives is not to be summed and shut into one day at Christmas as a gift to God. It’s an every 
day outpouring of my life because He is a good King, and He is worth it! 
 

Jesus, thank You so much for the story You’ve unfolded to us in Scripture. God, thank You 
that this is one continuous story that You have invited us into. God, I know that I struggle 
to be reminded that you are King of my life, so, God, thank You for the pieces of Scripture 
like this that point me and direct me to You. God, we want You to be reflected in all that we 
are because all that You are is good. We love you, Father. We want You to reign in our 
hearts and in our lives. We want You to reign in the city and in this world. God, use us as a 
reflection of Your Light. We pray this because of King Jesus’ name, Amen. 
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